Vegas PBS produced **200+ HOURS**
of locally produced content for our region

Ranked among **TOP 10**
most-watched PBS stations for
**15 CONSECUTIVE YEARS**
(*based on overnight Nielsen ratings*)

Vegas PBS content was viewed or streamed online
**3 MILLION+**
times each month

**1.6 MILLION+** Educational media streams and page views among
Vegas PBS services like ClassroomCast, PBS LearningMedia and Learn360

Member-supported public service with
**20,000+** members

**1,000+** educational workshops and
community events*

**5,700+** educator professional
development course enrollments*

**146,000+** children, parents and caregivers reached
through **VEGAS PBS’ READY TO LEARN** services*

**4,000+** workforce assessments facilitated
annually in the Vegas PBS computer lab

**1,500+** workforce education
courses offered for
individuals and business clients

**EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER** put in place
to carry out fundamentals of emergency preparedness and management

* Based on data from fiscal year 2022.
THE GREAT VEGAS RECIPE
Public TV icon Martin Yan hosts this original digital series where CCSD students share their family recipes and cook alongside the celebrity chef.

NEVADA WEEK
This weekly half-hour public affairs program provides insight into the most current and critical issues facing Nevada, covering a wide range of important issues.

OUTDOOR NEVADA
This series, to be distributed nationally on nearly 300 public television stations beginning Spring 2023, highlights Nevada’s unique and fascinating qualities. A companion curriculum is available to align with 4th grade Nevada History state standards.

VEGAS PBS STEAM CAMP
This series for children uses interviews with community experts, interactive at-home STEAM challenges, and literacy extensions to support understanding. A companion curriculum is available to align with K-5 instructional standards.

VEGAS PBS KIDS WRITERS CONTEST
Vegas PBS’ yearly contest is designed to promote the advancement of children’s literacy skills (K-5) through hands-on, active learning. Winners were celebrated in a 30-minute program, hosted by Chet Buchanan.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Student Spotlight focuses on CCSD students’ skills, talents and drive, discovering what makes them succeed, and the incredible staff who are helping these students shine.

STUDENT SHOWCASE
Vegas PBS annually produces educational programs including the Clark County School District Spelling Bee Finals, Varsity Quiz and the African American History Challenge.

VEGAS PBS OFFERS STATE-OF-THE-ART PRODUCTION SERVICES FOR RENT
• Two fully-equipped studios
• The latest recording, editing and broadcast technology
• Available for outside client productions
• Serving Southern Nevada, CCSD and commercial clients